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A-1: Acronyms and Definitions

Acronyms
CIP—Capital Improvement Plan
CRS—Community Rating System
DHS—Department of Homeland Security
DMA —Disaster Mitigation Act
ECY—Washington State Department of Ecology
EMC—Thurston County Emergency Management Council
EPA—U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
ESA—Endangered Species Act
FEMA—Federal Emergency Management Agency
FIRM—Flood Insurance Rate Map
GIS—Geographic Information System
HAZUS-MH—Hazards, United States-Multi Hazard
HMGP—Hazard Mitigation Grant Program
IBC—International Building Code
IRC—International Residential Code
LIDAR—Light Detection and Ranging
NFIP—National Flood Insurance Program
NOAA—National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NWS—National Weather Service
SFHA—Special Flood Hazard Area
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TRPC—Thurston Regional Planning Council
UGA—Urban Growth Area
WAEMD—Washington State Emergency Management Division
WSDOT—Washington State Department of Transportation

Definitions
100-Year Flood: The term “100-year flood” can be misleading. The 100year flood does not necessarily occur once every 100 years. Rather, it is
the flood that has a 1 percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in
any given year. Thus, the 100-year flood could occur more than once in
a relatively short period of time. The Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) defines it as the 1 percent annual chance flood, which
is now the standard definition used by most federal and state agencies
and by the National Flood Insurance Program.
Acre-Foot: An acre-foot is the amount of water it takes to cover 1 acre
to a depth of 1 foot. This measure is used to describe the quantity of
storage in a water reservoir. An acre-foot is a unit of volume. One acre
foot equals 7,758 barrels; 325,829 gallons; or 43,560 cubic feet. An
average household of four will use approximately 1 acre-foot of water
per year.
Asset: An asset is any man-made or natural feature that has value,
including, but not limited to, people; buildings; infrastructure, such as
bridges, roads, sewers, and water systems; lifelines, such as electricity
and communication resources; and environmental, cultural, or
recreational features such as parks, wetlands, and landmarks.
Base Flood: The flood having a 1% chance of being equaled or exceeded
in any given year, also known as the “100-year” or “1% chance” flood.
The base flood is a statistical concept used to ensure that all properties
subject to the National Flood Insurance Program are protected to the
same degree against flooding.
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Basin: A basin is the area within which all surface water—whether
from rainfall, snowmelt, springs, or other sources—flows to a single
water body or watercourse. The boundary of a river basin is defined by
natural topography, such as hills, mountains, and ridges. Basins are
also referred to as “watersheds” and “drainage basins.”
Benefit: A benefit is a net project outcome and is usually defined in
monetary terms. Benefits may include direct and indirect effects. For
the purposes of benefit-cost analysis of proposed mitigation initiatives,
benefits are limited to specific, measurable, risk reduction factors,
including reduction in expected property losses (buildings, contents,
and functions) and protection of human life.
Benefit/Cost Analysis: A benefit/cost analysis is a systematic,
quantitative method of comparing projected benefits to projected costs
of a project or policy. It is used as a measure of cost effectiveness.
Building: A building is defined as a structure that is walled and roofed,
principally aboveground, and permanently fixed to a site. The term
includes manufactured homes on permanent foundations on which the
wheels and axles carry no weight.
Capability Assessment: A capability assessment provides a
description and analysis of a community’s current capacity to address
threats associated with flooding. The assessment includes two
components: an inventory of an agency’s mission, programs, and
policies, and an analysis of its capacity to carry them out. A capability
assessment is an integral part of the planning process in which a
community’s actions to reduce losses are identified, reviewed, and
analyzed, and the framework for implementation is identified.
Community Rating System (CRS): The CRS is a voluntary program
under the NFIP that rewards participating communities (provides
incentives) for exceeding the minimum requirements of the NFIP and
completing activities that reduce flood hazard risk by providing flood
insurance premium discounts.
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Critical Area: An area defined by state or local regulations as
deserving special protection because of unique natural features or its
value as habitat for a wide range of species of flora and fauna. A
sensitive/critical area is usually subject to more restrictive development
regulations.
Drainage Basin: A basin is the area within which all surface water—
whether from rainfall, snowmelt, springs or other sources—flows to a
single water body or watercourse. The boundary of a river basin is
defined by natural topography, such as hills, mountains and ridges.
Drainage basins are also referred to as watersheds or basins.
Economically Disadvantaged Populations: Households with
household incomes of $15,000 or less.
Essential/Critical Facility: An essential or critical facility is one that
is deemed vital to the Thurston County planning area’s ability to
provide essential services while protecting life and property. A critical
facility may be a system or an asset, either physical or virtual, the loss
of which would have a profound impact on the security, economy, public
health or safety, environment, or any combination of thereof, across the
planning area. For the purposes of the Thurston County Flood Hazard
Mitigation Plan, the following types of systems and assets are defined
as critical facilities:
•

Police stations, fire stations, paramedic stations, emergency
vehicle and equipment storage facilities, and emergency
operations and communications centers needed for disaster
response before, during, and after hazard events.

•

Public and private utilities and infrastructure vital to
maintaining or restoring normal services to areas damaged by
hazard events. These include water (potable, wastewater, storm
water, drainage and irrigation), utilities (transmission and
distribution facilities for natural gas, power, geothermal) and
communications (land-based telephone, cell phone, the internet
emergency broadcast facilities and emergency radios).

•

Public gathering places that could be utilized as evacuation
centers during large scale disasters.
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•

Hospitals, extended care facilities, urgent care facilities and
housing that may contain occupants not sufficiently mobile to
avoid death or injury during a hazard event

•

Transportation systems that convey vital supplies and services
to, through and throughout the community. These include roads,
bridges, railways, airports and pipelines

•

Government and educational facilities central to governance and
quality of life along with response and recovery actions taken
because of a hazard event

•

Structures or facilities that produce, use, or store highly volatile,
flammable, explosive, toxic, and/or water-reactive materials.

•

Infrastructure designed to help safely convey high water events
from the event source to the perimeter of the planning area
including but not limited to; dams, revetments and stormwater
drainage facilities.

•

Debris management and solid waste facilities

Exposure: Exposure is defined as the number and dollar value of
assets considered to be at risk during the occurrence of a specific
hazard.
Extent: The extent is the size of an area affected by a hazard.
Flash Flood: A flash flood occurs with little or no warning when water
levels rise at an extremely fast rate
Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM): FIRMs are the official maps on
which the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has
delineated the Special Flood Hazard Area.
Flood Insurance Study: A report published by the Federal Insurance
and Mitigation Administration for a community in conjunction with the
community’s Flood Insurance rate Map. The study contains such
background data as the base flood discharges and water surface
elevations that were used to prepare the FIRM. In most cases, a
community FIRM with detailed mapping will have a corresponding
flood insurance study.
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Floodplain: Any land area susceptible to being inundated by flood
waters from any source. A flood insurance rate map identifies most, but
not necessarily all, of a community’s floodplain as the Special Flood
Hazard Area.
Floodway: Floodways are areas within a floodplain that are reserved
for conveying flood discharge without increasing the base flood
elevation more than 1 foot. Generally speaking, no development is
allowed in floodways, as any structures located there would block the
flow of floodwaters.
Floodway Fringe: Floodway fringe areas are in the floodplain but
outside of the floodway. Some development is generally allowed in these
areas, with a variety of restrictions. On maps that have identified and
delineated a floodway, this would be the area beyond the floodway
boundary that can be subject to different regulations.
Freeboard: Freeboard is the margin of safety added to the base flood
elevation.
Frequency: For the purposes of this plan, frequency refers to how often
a hazard of specific magnitude, duration, and/or extent is expected to
occur on average. Statistically, a hazard with a 100-year frequency is
expected to occur about once every 100 years on average and has a 1
percent chance of occurring any given year. Frequency reliability varies
depending on the type of hazard considered.
Goal: A goal is a general guideline that explains what is to be achieved.
Goals are usually broad-based, long-term, policy-type statements and
represent global visions. Goals help define the benefits that a plan is
trying to achieve. The success of a flood hazard mitigation plan is
measured by the degree to which its goals have been met (that is, by the
actual benefits in terms of actual hazard mitigation).
Geographic Information System (GIS): GIS is a computer software
application that relates data regarding physical and other features on
the earth to a database for mapping and analysis.
Hazard: A hazard is a source of potential danger or adverse condition
that could harm people and/or cause property damage.
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Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP): Authorized under
Section 202 of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency
Assistance Act, the HMGP is administered by FEMA and provides
grants to states, tribes, and local governments to implement hazard
mitigation initiatives after a major disaster declaration. The purpose of
the program is to reduce the loss of life and property due to disasters
and to enable mitigation activities to be implemented as a community
recovers from a disaster
Hazards U.S. Multi-Hazard (HAZUS-MH) Loss Estimation
Program: HAZUS-MH is a GIS-based program used to support the
development of risk assessments as required under the DMA. The
HAZUS-MH software program assesses risk in a quantitative manner
to estimate damage and losses associated with natural hazards.
HAZUS-MH is FEMA’s nationally applicable, standardized
methodology and software program and contains modules for
estimating potential losses from earthquakes, floods, and wind hazards.
HAZUS-MH has also been used to assess vulnerability (exposure) for
other hazards.
High Groundwater flooding: A type of flooding that occurs when
there is a high-water table and persistent heavy rains. The situation is
caused in areas where an upper, thin layer of permeable soils overlies
an impermeable layer of hard pan. As the ground absorbs more and
more rain water, the groundwater table rises and shows itself as
flooding in areas where the land surface is below the water table. The
1998-1999 flood is the groundwater flood of record
Hydraulics: Hydraulics is the branch of science or engineering that
addresses fluids (especially water) in motion in rivers or canals, works
and machinery for conducting or raising water, the use of water as a
prime mover, and other fluid-related areas.
Hydrology: Hydrology is the analysis of waters of the earth. For
example, a flood discharge estimate is developed by conducting a
hydrologic study.
Intensity: For the purposes of this plan, intensity refers to the measure
of the effects of a hazard.
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Inventory: The assets identified in a study region comprise an
inventory. Inventories include assets that could be lost when a disaster
occurs and community resources are at risk. Assets include people,
buildings, transportation, and other valued community resources.
Local Government: Any county, municipality, city, town, township,
public authority, school district, special district, intrastate district,
council of governments (regardless of whether the council of
governments is incorporated as a nonprofit corporation under State
law), regional or interstate government entity, or agency or
instrumentality of a local government; any Indian tribe or authorized
tribal organization, or Alaska Native village or organization; and any
rural community, unincorporated town or village, or other public entity.
Mitigation: A preventive action that can be taken in advance of an
event that will reduce or eliminate the risk to life or property.
Mitigation Initiatives: Mitigation initiatives are specific actions to
achieve goals and objectives that minimize the effects from a disaster
and reduce the loss of life and property.
Objective: For the purposes of this plan, an objective is defined as a
short-term aim that, when combined with other objectives, forms a
strategy or course of action to meet a goal. Unlike goals, objectives are
specific and measurable.
Preparedness: Preparedness refers to actions that strengthen the
capability of government, citizens, and communities to respond to
disasters.
Presidential Disaster Declaration: These declarations are typically
made for events that cause more damage than state and local
governments and resources can handle without federal government
assistance. Generally, no specific dollar loss threshold has been
established for such declarations. A Presidential Disaster Declaration
puts into motion long-term federal recovery programs, some of which
are matched by state programs, designed to help disaster victims,
businesses, and public entities.
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Probability of Occurrence: The probability of occurrence is a
statistical measure or estimate of the likelihood that a hazard will
occur. This probability is generally based on past hazard events in the
area and a forecast of events that could occur in the future. A probability
factor based on yearly values of occurrence is used to estimate
probability of occurrence.
Repetitive Loss Property: Any NFIP-insured property that, since
1978 and regardless of any changes of ownership during that period,
has experienced:
Four or more paid flood losses exceeding $1000.00; or
Two paid flood losses exceeding $1000.00 within any 10-year period
since 1978 or
Three or more paid losses that equal or exceed the current value of the
insured property.
Return Period (or Mean Return Period): This term refers to the
average period in years between occurrences of a hazard (equal to the
inverse of the annual frequency of occurrence).
Riverine: Of or produced by a river. Riverine floodplains have readily
identifiable channels. Floodway maps can only be prepared for riverine
floodplains.
Risk: Risk is the estimated impact that a hazard would have on people,
services, facilities, and structures in a community. Risk measures the
likelihood of a hazard occurring and resulting in an adverse condition
that causes injury or damage. Risk is often expressed in relative terms
such as a high, moderate, or low likelihood of sustaining damage above
a threshold due to occurrence of a specific type of hazard. Risk also can
be expressed in terms of potential monetary losses associated with the
intensity of the hazard.
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Risk Assessment: Risk assessment is the process of measuring
potential loss of life, personal injury, economic injury, and property
damage resulting from hazards. This process assesses the vulnerability
of people, buildings, and infrastructure to hazards and focuses on (1)
hazard identification; (2) impacts of hazards on physical, social, and
economic assets; (3) vulnerability identification; and (4) estimates of the
cost of damage or costs that could be avoided through mitigation.
Robert T. Stafford Act: The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and
Emergency Assistance Act, Public Law 100-107, was signed into law on
November 23, 1988. This law amended the Disaster Relief Act of 1974,
Public Law 93-288. The Stafford Act is the statutory authority for most
federal disaster response activities, especially as they pertain to FEMA
and its programs.
Special Flood Hazard Area: The base floodplain delineated on a
Flood Insurance Rate Map. The SFHA is mapped as a Zone A in riverine
situations and zone V in coastal situations. The SFHA may or may not
encompass all a community’s flood problems. Thurston County
regulates high groundwater hazard areas and flood of record areas as
additional special flood hazard areas.
Special Needs Populations: Populations whose members may have
additional needs before, during, and after an incident in functional
areas, including but not limited to: maintaining independence,
communication, transportation, supervision, and medical care.
Individuals in need of additional response assistance may include those
who have disabilities; who live in institutionalized settings; who are
elderly; who are children; who are from diverse cultures; who have
limited English proficiency or are non-English speaking; or who are
transportation
disadvantaged.
Glossary,
National
Response
Framework.
Stakeholder: Business leaders, civic groups, academia, non-profit
organizations, major employers, managers of critical facilities, farmers,
developers, special purpose districts, and others whose actions could
impact hazard mitigation.
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Stream Bank Erosion: Stream bank erosion is common along rivers,
streams and drains where banks have been eroded, sloughed or
undercut. However, it is important to remember that a stream is a
dynamic and constantly changing system. It is natural for a stream to
want to meander, so not all eroding banks are “bad” and in need of
repair. Generally, stream bank erosion becomes a problem where
development has limited the meandering nature of streams, where
streams have been channelized, or where stream bank structures (like
bridges, culverts, etc.) are located in places where they can actually
cause damage to downstream areas. Stabilizing these areas can help
protect watercourses from continued sedimentation, damage to
adjacent land uses, control unwanted meander, and improvement of
habitat for fish and wildlife.
Steep Slope: Different communities and agencies define it differently,
depending on what it is being applied to, but generally a steep slope is
a slope in which the percent slope equals or exceeds 25%. For this study,
steep slope is defined as slopes greater than 33%.
Vulnerability: Vulnerability describes how exposed or susceptible an
asset is to damage. Vulnerability depends on an asset’s construction,
contents, and the economic value of its functions. Like indirect damage,
the vulnerability of one element of the community is often related to the
vulnerability of another. For example, many businesses depend on
uninterrupted electrical power. Flooding of an electric substation would
affect not only the substation itself but businesses as well. Often,
indirect effects can be much more widespread and damaging than direct
effects.
Watershed: A watershed is an area that drains down-gradient from
areas of higher land to areas of lower land to the lowest point, a common
drainage basin.
Zoning Ordinance: The zoning ordinance designates allowable land
use and intensities for a local jurisdiction. Zoning ordinances consist of
two components: a zoning text and a zoning map.
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